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Computational quantitative syntax

The case of Universal 18

Kristina Gulordava  & Paola Merlo

Accounting for the constraints on the possible word orders of a sentence in a 
language and across the world languages is a core challenge for syntactic theory. 
In the spirit of computational quantitative syntax, in this paper we present 
quantitative evidence about Universal 18. We show that corpus data confirms 
a dispreference for the word order combination where adjectives precede but 
numerals follow the nouns (Adj-N and N-Num). We then investigate if this 
dispreference is better explained as a constraint expressed at the level of the 
dominant orders or at the level of individual structures. Corpus counts support 
the latter interpretation. Finally, we propose a formal model of how this bias 
against Adj-N-Num orders can be integrated in the grammar.

Keywords: Universal 18, quantitative syntax, corpus counts, adjective-noun 
order, noun-numeral order, treebanks, Latin, Ancient Greek, modelling

1.  Introduction

Languages arrange constituents in a sentence in very different ways. Consider the 
same sentence in English, Irish and Persian, illustrated in (1)–(3).

 (1) James saw her on top of the hill.  English

 (2) Chonaic Séamus ar bharr an chnoic í. Irish
  saw Séamus on top of hill her
  ‘Séamus saw her on top of the hill’

 (3) Ali dokhtari ra dar balaye tapeh did. Persian (Farsi)
  Ali girl acc on top hill saw
  ‘Ali saw a girl on top of the hill’

Looking across all documented languages of the world, it is apparent that not all 
possible word order arrangements are attested. Moreover, it has long been known 
that there are correlations between the orders of certain grammatical categories. 
For example, if, in a language, the verb precedes its complement, as in ‘saw a girl’, 
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then very frequently the adposition will also precede the noun, as in ‘on the hill’ 
(Dryer 1992). Accounting for the constraints on the possible word orders of a sen-
tence is a core challenge for syntactic theory.

One of the goals of computational quantitative syntax is to determine the sta-
tus that frequency plays in this context. The current work investigates the connec-
tion between the quantitative aspects of word order variation across languages 
and the quantitative aspects of word order variation within a language. We take 
as our starting point the empirical generalisations on word order typology known 
as word order universals (Greenberg 1963). We study the corresponding patterns 
in language-internal variation by looking at syntactically-annotated corpora of 
various languages. Specifically, we investigate in what way Universal 18 – which 
restricts the combination of word orders between adjective and noun on the one 
hand, and numeral and noun on the other – is a constraint pertinent to the lan-
guage system.

Universal 18 states a constraint on cross-linguistic distributions of the combi-
nation of two NP-internal orders: the order between adjective and noun and the 
order between numeral and noun.

When the descriptive adjective precedes the noun, the demonstrative and the 
numeral, with overwhelmingly more than chance frequency, do likewise. 
 (Greenberg 1963, p. 67–68)

As can be seen, this is already a statistical universal, although its quantification is 
not precisely numerical. We study the quantitative aspects of this statement, in the 
framework of current theoretical proposals. Specifically, we analyse two types of 
quantified observations about word order: token-level and type-level observations. 
Token-level observations correspond to the individual instances of word order 
realisation in a language. All instances of word order alternation at the token level 
constitute the language-internal variation. Type-level observations correspond to 
the word order properties of a language as observed in the grammar or in the 
typological descriptions. For example, the notion of “most frequent word order” 
(see below, footnote 4) is a type-level property of a language. Typological variation 
describes the distribution of languages by types, according to such properties. The 
formulation of Universal 18 above is ambiguous between these two interpreta-
tions. The statement reported above could mean that the order of adjective and 
noun and the order of numeral and noun are very frequently harmonious across 
the grammars of the world languages or it could mean that if we look at the actual 
sentences and phrases in a language the cooccurrence of prenominal adjective and 
postnominal numeral in the same phrase is dispreferred.

We exploit two different types of linguistic resources – syntactically annotated 
corpus data and typological data collected from large databases – to collect the 
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quantitative distributions of the word order variation expressed by Universal 18, 
within a language and across languages. In the next section, we discuss new typo-
logical data collected from large-scale typological resources. The rest of the paper 
will concentrate on corpus counts and language-internal variation.

2.  Typological data on Universal 18

The World Atlas of Language Structures (WALS) (Dryer & Haspelmath 2011)1 and 
the Syntactic Structures of the World’s Languages (SSWL) databases2 are large-
scale typological resources that allow us to revisit Universal 18. Assuming that a 
language has categories such as numerals and adjectives, there are four possible 
combinations of word orders between adjective and noun and numeral and noun 
in a noun phrase: L1 – Adjective-Noun & Numeral-Noun; L2 – Adjective-Noun 
& Noun-Numeral; L3 – Noun-Adjective & Numeral-Noun; L4 – Noun-Adjective 
& Noun-Numeral.

According to Greenberg’s generalisation, the languages of type L2 which 
exhibit both word orders Adj≺N & N≺Num are very infrequent. This tendency 
has been shown to be very robust and has been attested in a large sample of lan-
guages of the world (Hawkins 1983; Rijkhoff 1998; Hurford 2003). New supporting 
evidence can be found by consulting the databases. Table 1 presents the number 
of languages of each word order type as found in the World Atlas of Languages 
(WALS).3 Out of four possible language types, the most infrequent one (4%) is 
Adj≺N & N≺Num type which confirms the generalisation of Universal 18.

Table 1. Counts of languages according to their adjective-noun and numeral-noun word 
order types, as presented in WALS

Num≺N N≺Num No dominant order Total

Adj≺N 251 37 12  300

N≺Adj 168 510 35  713

No dominant order  35  22 13   70
Total 454 569 60 1083

1.  http://wals.info/

2.  http://sswl.railsplayground.net/

.  These are counts of all languages in the database, without sampling by genera. See, for 
example, Hurford (2003) for the counts in an accurately constructed representative sample of 
languages of the world.

http://wals.info/
http://sswl.railsplayground.net/
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Generative syntacticians have typically paid more attention to the different pos-
sible orders within a language, rather than to the dominant order. Using the Syn-
tactic Structures of the World’s Languages (SSWL), we can show that a constraint 
against Adj≺N & N≺Num – Universal 18 – is also observed for combinations 
of word order variation types, that is, the different grammatically possible word 
orders that a given language allows. The SSWL database lists grammatical and 
ungrammatical morpho-syntactic constructions in a language as binary prop-
erties. The Adj≺N and N≺Adj, as well as the Num≺N and N≺Num orders, are 
encoded as properties that tell whether a language allows a certain word order. 
Languages are therefore divided into three types with respect to adjective-noun 
word order: Adj≺N, N≺Adj, or both word orders are available, such as Romance 
languages (Table 2). Analogously, there are three types of languages with respect to 
numeral-noun word order. In total, there are nine possible types of different gram-
matical word order combinations. Table 2 presents the counts of these language 
types in the SSWL sample. A new observation is that the counts for rigid word 
order languages (in light gray) are distributed very similarly to the correspond-
ing counts of languages extracted from WALS and thus re-state Universal 18. The 
least frequent type is the Adj≺N & N≺Num (one language, in bold), as expected. 
Furthermore, the counts for flexible word order languages (at least one word order 
alternates) also indirectly confirm Universal 18. Languages that combine Adj≺N 
& N≺Num orders (even if it does not dominate) are less frequent than other types. 
For example, only six languages allow Adj≺N & N≺Adj and N≺Num and only 
eight allow Adj≺N and Num≺N & N≺Num (in dark grey) while there are 29 
and 14 alternating languages that do not allow Adj≺N & N≺Num combination 
(Adj≺N & N≺Adj with Num≺N and Num≺N & N≺Num with N≺Adj).

Table 2. Number of languages in SSWL database having one of the combinations of word 
order properties

Num N, N Num Num N, – –, N Num no info total

Adj N, N Adj 16 29  6  4  55
Adj N, –  8 40  1  2  51
–, N Adj 14 16 48  3  81
no info  3  4  4 14  25
Total 41 89 59 23 212

In summary, counts collected from typological databases that describe the proper-
ties of the word orders of whole languages support the quantitative generalisation 
expressed in Universal 18, both according to the notion of dominant word order 
expressed in WALS, and also based on data that take optionality of word orders 
into account, such as those in SSWL.
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Table 3. Percentage of prenominal adjectives and number of alternating adjectives in five 
Romance languages

Language nb. instance % prenominal nb. alternating adjs

Spanish 20809 27 445
Catalan 17367 22 251
Italian 2868 34 147
Portuguese 7565 30 175
French 15806 27 256

It is important to note, however, that Greenberg’s Universal 18 and the WALS 
counts refer to the dominant word orders of languages.4 The dominant word order 
values in the WALS database are given according to the two criteria of unmarked-
ness and frequency and, in our work, we assume that dominant word order is 
equivalent to the most frequent word order.

This frequency-based notion hides the fact that word orders can vary. Adjec-
tives in Romance languages are a well-known example. While in these languages 
adjectives occur predominantly after the noun, there is also considerable varia-
tion. Some adjective positioning changes meaning (a ‘pauvre femme’ is pitiable, 
but a ‘femme pauvre’ is a pauper) or restricts the number of meanings available 
(‘une ancienne eglise’ can be either a former church or an old church, but a ‘eglise 
ancienne’ is only old.). Other adjectives can be only postnominal or only prenom-
inal, but many can alternate based on many other factors. (See Gulordava and 
Merlo (2015); Gulordava et al. (2015) for corpus-based discussion of the factors of 
these alternations.) Quantitatively, Table 3 shows the frequencies of five Romance 
languages, in a sample of 64’000 instances of noun-adjective word orders.5 The 
table shows clearly that while the dominant position for adjectives is post-nominal 

.  The notion of dominant or basic word order has been largely discussed and challenged in 
the typological literature (Dryer 1989, 1995; Mithun 1992). Commonly, by basic word order, 
one understands the unmarked word order, specifically, pragmatically unmarked word order. 
An exception to this view are the languages that were identified as having discourse-deter-
mined word order, where all of possible orders are grammatical and there is no clear neutral 
word order (Mithun 1992). Yet, in his extensive work, Dryer argues that basic word order can 
be defined in terms of frequency: the basic word order in a language is that which is used most 
frequently. See also Haspelmath (2006) who argues that all notions of markedness could be 
replaced with the notion of frequency.

.  The dependency annotated corpora of five Romance languages are used to collet these 
counts: Catalan, Spanish, Italian (Hajič et al. 2009), French (McDonald et al., 2013), and Portu-
guese (Buchholz & Marsi 2006). For more details on the data and data collection, please refer 
to Gulordava and Merlo (2015).
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in all the languages, a sizable number of adjectives occur also prenominally for 
a total of up to 30% of the token occurrences for some languages. The variation 
in the positioning of adjectives, then, is not a marginal phenomenon. An even 
finer-grained investigation, then can be based on syntactically-annotated corpora, 
studying variation at the sentence level in individual languages, as we show in the 
next sections.

.  Accounts of language universals and Universal 18

Approaches that try to explain the asymmetries of typological distributions doc-
umented in the previous section roughly fall in two categories: the approaches 
that explain language universals as the result of constraints on language or, more 
broadly, the cognitive system of native speakers, and the explanations that argue 
exclusively in favour of a source external to cognition. The latter explanations 
focus on historical development, spread and contact of languages and speaker 
communities. For example, a much discussed piece of work by Dunn et al. (2011) 
models computationally the genetic evolution of four language families and claims 
to show that word order traits in the evolutionary process were developing inde-
pendently of each other, whereas a linguistic explanation predicts that they must 
be correlated. Based on the observation that some traits were dependent during 
the genetic evolution in one language family but not in all language families, Dunn 
et al. (2011) conclude that word order universals are culturally dependent and not 
cognitively universal.

We adopt the competing view which argues that linguistic or cognitive factors 
play at least some role in shaping typological universals. We present in more detail 
two families of explanations, one corresponding to a token-level interpretation of 
word order universal 18 (Cinque 2005; Biberauer et al. 2014) and one correspond-
ing to a type-level interpretation (Culbertson et al., 2012). We will then compare 
their predictions based on corpus data, to select the model that best accounts for 
the data.

.1  Structure-level accounts

Typological word order universals are commonly divided in two types: harmonic 
universals and implicational universals. Harmonic universals constrain the same 
types of constructions to appear in the same order, for instance, for a dependent 
to be always on the left of its head.6 A much cited example is a correlation between 

.  We do not adhere to an explicit definition of the terms ‘head’ and ‘dependent’. Most lin-
guistic theories, both formal and functional, define these terms in some specific way, but for 
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the order of object and verb and the order of noun and adposition. In genera-
tive grammar, these harmonic tendencies are captured by the head-directionality 
parameter (Baker 2001).

In addition to harmonic universals, we can recognise a second type of uni-
versals, referred to as implicational, such as Universal 18. Implicational universals 
are generalisations of robust asymmetries between two disharmonic word order 
options. Consider the four possible combinations of two orders between H1 and 
Dep1 and H2 and Dep2 (≺ means ‘precedes’):

 O1 – H1 ≺ Dep1 & H2 ≺ Dep2; O2 – Dep1 ≺ H1 & Dep2 ≺ H2;
 O3 – H1 ≺ Dep1 & Dep2 ≺ H2; O4 – Dep1 ≺ H1 & H2 ≺ Dep2.

Orders O1 and O2 are harmonic, while O3 and O4 are disharmonic combina-
tions. An implicational universal is stated when one disharmonic combination 
(e.g. O3) is observed much more frequently than another disharmonic com-
bination (O4) across languages. These kinds of universals are not predictable 
under the head-directionality parameter. A recent proposal is to appeal to the 
Final-over-Final condition (FOFC) (Biberauer et al. 2014), introduced by Holm-
berg (2000). The FOFC states that syntactic structures where a head-final phrase 
(Dep1 ≺ H1) takes as its complement a head-initial phrase (Dep1 = H2, H2 ≺ 
Dep2) are prohibited in syntax. Consider Figure 1, which illustrates four pos-
sible structures between the phrase αP with the head α and the phrase βP with 
the head β which takes αP as its complement. These structures correspond to 
the four possible word order combinations O1–O4. FOFC bans the disharmonic 
structure (1d) creating therefore an asymmetric account of the two disharmonic 
structures (1c) and (1d).

The generalisation discussed in Biberauer et al. (2014) can in principle apply 
to the asymmetry captured by Universal 18.7 This explanation depends on the 
specific structure that is assumed for the noun phrase. It presupposes that the 
structure of the noun phrase has an additional functional head X0, associated 
with a particular adjectival position, and that this position takes the noun as its 
complement to form an XP phrase. The numeral, in turn, takes XP as its comple-
ment to create a NumP. If this is the case, then the Adj≺N≺Num order must 

most of the discussion we will assume a simple interpretation of the head-dependent (as well 
as the head-modifier) relation: we take noun to be the head of noun phrase and adjectives and 
numerals to be modifiers of the noun; verb to be the head of verb phrase and object to be its 
complement; adposition to be the head and take a noun as its complement.

.  Culbertson et al. (2012), which we discuss later, mention FOFC as a possible explanation 
for the suppression of Adj≺N & N≺Num order with respect to another disharmonic order 
Num≺N & N≺Adj.

Christina
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be the linearisation of a structure (with or without movement) of type [[Adj N] 
Num], directly violating FOFC.8

a. b.

c. d.

β′

αp

Consistent head-�nal
(harmonic)

β

γp α
Consistent head-initial

(harmonic)

β′

β αp

α γp

β′

β

Initial-over-�nal
(harmonic)

αp

γp α
Finals-over-initial

(harmonic)

β′

αp αp

α β

Figure 1. Four possible complementation combinations of two phrases αP and βP with  
respect to their head-directionality replicated from Biberauer et al. (2014, p. 117)

FOFC is put forward as a categorical constraint to capture a large set of syntactic 
phenomena cross-linguistically. The strong categorical assumption of FOFC runs 

.  The assumption of the hierarchical structure [[Adj N] Num] for the noun phrase is con-
troversial since, in many syntactic approaches, the adjective phrase is treated as an adjunct to 
the noun (there could be several adjective phrases modifying the same noun), and not a higher 
projection which takes a noun as its complement. Interestingly, the alternative of treating ad-
jectives as lower dependents of N was employed to explain a different set of word order uni-
versals. The Head-final Filter of Williams (1982) was proposed as a constraint against [[α γP] 
β] structures arising in noun phrases such as *[proud [of his son]] man. Sheehan et al. (2017) 
discusses the close relation between FOFC and the Head-final Filter. The main motivation for 
the Num > Adj > N hierarchical structure comes from the notion of semantic scope (Rijkhoff, 
1998). Adjectives typically modify the internal properties of the noun, while numerals do not. 
In English, while both Adj≺Num≺N (“heavy three boxes”) and Num≺Adj≺N (“three heavy 
boxes”) are possible, the first option has a special interpretation with the adjective having its 
scope over the numeral: the three boxes are heavy together (Ouwayda 2014; Schwarzschild 
2009). The iconicity principle suggests that the semantic hierarchy Num > Adj > N should be 
mapped onto the syntactic structure (Rijkhoff 1998; Culbertson & Adger 2014).
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into empirical problems when confronted with the gradual nature of constraints 
observed in typological distributions and language variation. Hawkins (1994), for 
example, suggested a processing constraint targeting [[α γP] β], involving mem-
ory or computational constraints, while Abels (2013) proposes that this structure 
is disfavored because of its misalignment with prosodic boundaries. For our pur-
poses, the important common part of these accounts is that they all postulate a 
(hard or soft) constraint against a particular structural realisation of the complete 
NP phrase.

.2  Grammar-level accounts

Experimental work by Culbertson et al. (2012) gives a type-level account of 
Greenberg’s Universal 18. It takes as a starting point the original formulation by 
Greenberg involving the dominant adjective-noun and numeral-noun word order 
properties of a language. The results of an artificial learning experiment where 
participants learn a language of one of four possible word order types L1–L4 show, 
they argue, that the markedness of Adj≺N & N≺Num type is a result of a cognitive 
learning bias.

The experiment by Culbertson et al. (2012) consists in learning a small artificial 
language with a grammar defined by two probabilistic phrasal rules, which specify 
a dominant combination of adjective-noun and numeral-noun word orders. Spe-
cifically, participants receive as learning input instances of noun phrases of two 
types: adjective plus noun phrases, i.e. the artificial language equivalent of “green 
apple”, or numeral plus noun phrase, i.e. the equivalent of “three apples”. The lexi-
con is taught to participants using a visual interface. Four groups of participants 
are taught four different types of languages: each language has a grammar corre-
sponding to one of four possible dominant word order combinations L1–L4. These 
grammars G1–G4 are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Four types of grammars taught in the artificial language learning experiment of 
Culbertson et al. (2012)

Adj N N Adj

Num N G1 = G0.7,0.7 G2 = G0.3,0.7

N Num G3 = G0.7,0.3 G4 = G0.3,0.3

Each grammar Gi is probabilistic, with parameters α and β corresponding to the 
percentages of instances of dominant adjective-noun and numeral-noun orders 
which participants receive as an input, as in the following:
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(1)

For example, a participant that learns G1 will see the dominant Adj≺N word order 
70% of the time and the alternative N≺Adj order 30% of the time, and dominant 
Num≺N order 70% of the time together with N≺Num 30% of the time. After the 
learning phase, a participant is asked to produce adjective phrases and numeral 
phrases describing the pictures of objects.

By introducing learners to input with variation, this mixture-shift paradigm 
allows the experimenter to observe the extent to which the learners alter the lan-
guage grammar to bring it in line with hypothesised learning biases. Culbertson 
and colleagues hypothesise several biases which predict different learning outputs. 
First of all, following many psycholinguistic studies in language learning, they 
hypothesise a regularisation bias – a general learning bias which constrains the 
acquired grammar to minimise its variation. This bias predicts that learners will 
alter a grammar with variation rate (α,β) to a grammar where word order between 
a modifier and a noun is more fixed, a grammar Gα′,β′ where |α′ – 0.5| > |α – 0.5| 
and |β′ - 0.5| > |β – 0.5|. For example, if the input grammar has α = 0.7, in produc-
tion, the dominant Adj≺N word order will be used more than 70% of the time  
(α′ > 0.7) and if α = 0.3, the dominant N≺Adj order will be used more than 70% 
of time (α′ < 0.3).

Another type of bias considered in the study is a substantive bias – a bias that 
drives learners away from some particular structure. Culbertson and colleagues’s 
central hypothesis is that the typological Universal 18 is indeed a reflex of a sub-
stantive bias against the Adj≺N & N≺Num word order combination. If this is the 
case, then the learners’ output will reflect this dispreference by showing a different 
behaviour from standard regularisation behaviour, predicted by the general regu-
larisation bias. The findings of the study confirm these predictions. While partici-
pants that were learning languages with grammars G1, G3, G4 showed regularizing 
behaviour (average use of majority order was significantly greater than 70%), the 
group that was learning the language of the “dispreferred” type with grammar G2 
did not (its average use of the majority order was below 70%). Both a mixed-effect 
analysis and Bayesian modeling confirm statistically that these experimental data 
are best explained by postulating a learning bias against the Adj≺N & N≺Num 
word order combinations. The conclusion of the authors is that a substantive 
learning bias against a particular combination of word orders does exist and plays 
a role in shaping typological distribution of word orders. Moreover, they argue 
that the fact that it was observed during the short-time of a learning experiment 
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rules out accounts of word order universals that place the origins of typological 
asymmetries in factors external to cognition.

Very importantly, a Bayesian model is used to provide an explicit account of 
Universal 18 (Culbertson & Smolensky 2012). This account assumes, following the 
experimental design, that the learning bias affects two word order properties of the 
grammar under study, represented by parameters α and β. These parameters are 
independent in the grammar, and their joint distribution is only affected by the 
substantial bias against Adj≺N & N≺Num combination. Specifically, they model 
the process of acquisition as learning the values of the two parameters α and β. 
In this model, the bias is represented as a prior probability on the α and β values. 
Universal 18 is therefore accounted for in terms of the probabilistic constraint on 
two type-level properties.

.  Our approach to Universal 18

The studies presented in the previous section argue for the existence either of a 
structural linguistic constraint or of a cognitive language learning bias to explain 
the cross-linguistic dispreference for the Adj≺N & N≺Num word order combina-
tion. We provide further evidence in favour of this view by studying quantitative 
patterns of NP-internal word order variation across languages in corpora.

We follow here the line of work which connects quantitative patterns of syn-
tactic variation to underlying grammatical properties (see for example Merlo 
and Stevenson (2001); Bresnan et al. (2001); Merlo and Stevenson (2004); 
Bresnan et al. (2007); Hawkins (2009); Samardžić and Merlo (2012, 2018)). Fre-
quency is known to be the product of many factors external to the grammar, 
such as the topic of discourse, the style of a speech or a text, and social conven-
tions. However, these pieces of work convincingly show that at least in some 
cases frequency does reflect grammatical properties. Our investigation of the 
accounts of Universal 18 applies this same reasoning. We group the accounts of 
Universal 18 reviewed in the previous section into two types, according to their 
basic underlying assumptions: structural, token-level accounts, and grammar-
level, type-level accounts.

The first group includes, e.g., Biberauer et al. (2014), Svenonius (2007) and 
Cinque (2005). All these accounts assume that the constraint blocks out some par-
ticular structure of the noun phrase, for example the [[Adj N] Num] structure. It is 
the presence of all of the elements – adjective, numeral, noun – and their arrange-
ment in this particular structure which triggers the constraint. A noun phrase 
without a numeral will not meet this structural condition and will not be affected 
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by a structural constraint. We can say, therefore, that the constraint operates at the 
token level as it restricts only certain realisations of a noun phrase.

The second type of accounts include Culbertson et al. (2012), and also Cysouw 
(2010), and corresponds to the grammar-level interpretation of the Universal 
18. When discussing this work, we underlined that their probabilistic Bayesian 
account assumes a bias against a combination of two grammar-level surface prop-
erties and not against a particular noun phrase structure. The two word order 
properties were defined by parameters α = p(Adj ≺ N) and β = p(Num ≺ N). A 
grammar is assumed to have one of four possible combinations of these proper-
ties and a learning bias is assumed to restrict grammars that have α > 0.5 and  
β < 0.5. Therefore, we call this account a type-level account, as the bias operates on 
aggregated word order properties of a language and does not affect every instance 
of a noun-phrase directly.

These two types of accounts differ substantially in their treatment and inter-
pretation of Universal 18, and provide different predictions for the word order 
variation patterns within a language. We formalise the difference between the 
structural and the grammar-level accounts in terms of probability distributions of 
word orders. Two basic assumptions underlie our account: (i) the dominant word 
order corresponds to the most probable word order; (ii) the effect of a constraint 
or bias is reflected in the probability distribution of word order alternatives. The 
first assumption is largely motivated by the typological work on basic word order 
discussed above. The second assumption reflects our view that grammatical prop-
erties induce frequency effects in corpora of language use.9

We start by defining two contexts, C1 and C2, that distinguish between the two 
types of accounts.

1. C1 when adjectives and numerals occur independently in different noun 
phrases: C1 = {noun phrases: adjective + noun = “old + book”, or noun phrases: 
numeral + noun = “three + books”}

2. C2 when adjectives and numerals co-occur in a noun phrase: C2 = {noun 
phrases: adjective + numeral + noun = “three + old + books” }

.  This view is also articulated in Bresnan et al. (2001), where it is argued that grammatical 
constraints that apply categorically in certain languages, also show up as soft constraints in 
other languages. Universal 18 appears as a categorical restriction in certain languages, yielding 
the typological distribution discussed in Section 2, and it shows up as a more gradual con-
straint on frequencies in other languages, such as Latin and Ancient Greek. We will express 
this notion of gradation as probability distributions below, although this is not the only way 
of expressing gradation.
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Following the notation from the previous sections, we define the parameters of 
word order distributions to be α = pc1(Adj ≺ N) and β = pc1(Num ≺ N). These 
are word order probabilities for the context C1. We define the four-way distribu-
tion of possible word orders in context C2 as γ. If the two contexts C1 and C2 are 
equivalent, then γ should be equal to a joint distribution of the two word order 
distributions α and β defined by two scalar parameters α and β:

 (2)

(where x is the word order between adjective and noun and y is the word order 
between numeral and noun); and in particular:

 (3)

Then α(x) ⋅ β(y) is the probability (and the expected frequency) of word orders in 
C2 under the hypothesis that the two word orders are independent and the two 
contexts are equivalent.

Structural accounts predict that the constraint underlying Universal 18 applies 
in context C2, but not in context C1. We should therefore observe an effect of this 
constraint as a categorical or statistical difference between word order distribu-
tions of context C1 and context C2. Specifically, in case of statistical bias, structural 
accounts predict that the observed frequency of the Adj≺N≺Num word order in 
the context C2 must be smaller than the expected frequency (under the assump-
tion that Adj≺N and N≺Num phrases could freely combine), that is:

 (4)

Type-level accounts offer a different prediction. Specifically, they assume that the 
bias affects the combination of the two parameters α and β in the language, but not 
word order combinations in each sentence of a language. These types of accounts 
do not distinguish therefore between the two contexts C1 and C2. Consequently, 
the two distributions γ and α⋅β should be equal.10

Given these two different predictions, we can use corpus data to test which 
theory complies better with it. To observe a possible effect of the structural con-
straint, we need to look at languages where both Adj≺N and N≺Num are pos-
sible grammatical orders (as dominant or alternative orders). While Romance 
languages show substantial variation in the prenominal or postnominal position-
ing of adjectives, as discussed above, the numeral almost exclusively precedes the 
noun. We must look into the predecessor of Romance languages, Latin, to find 

1.  In principle, C1 and C2 could be different and give rise to different word order distribu-
tions, however, it is important for us here that this difference is not due to the bias against 
Adj≺N≺Num.
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substantial variation of both these orders. The languages in our sample that show 
the required variations are Latin and Ancient Greek. We quantitatively analyse the 
corpora of these languages to confirm the predictions on observed data. Specifi-
cally, we collect counts corresponding to α, β,γ. Using these counts, we test the null 
hypothesis that observed counts γ correspond to expected counts sampled from 
the distribution α⋅β. Accepting the null hypothesis will give evidence in favour 
of grammar-level accounts; rejecting the null hypothesis will provide evidence in 
favour of structural accounts. In the next sections, we describe our data, the pro-
cedure to collect the counts and present our results.

.1  Cross-linguistic corpus data

Corpus data constitute important evidence for studying syntactic variation. To 
induce reliable generalisations from corpora, one needs to ensure that the sample 
of extracted constructions is both accurate and representative of the language’s 
grammar and variation. We use gold syntactically annotated corpora, since we 
analyse certain structural constructions in a language and not just collocations of 
words. A drawback of using gold-annotated corpora is their limited size since the 
manual syntactic annotation is expensive to produce. Most of the recent corpora 
come in dependency format. The features necessary for our task include part-of-
speech (PoS) tags of the words, the head of the current token (the dependent of the 
head), and the type of dependency relation between the token and the head. These 
basic features are illustrated in Figure 2, for two typologically different languages. 
For our investigation, we extract all noun phrases that contain either adjective or 
numeral modifiers (or both) from our corpora.

Corpus data for Latin and Ancient Greek

The corpora for Latin and Ancient Greek come from the Perseus project (Bam-
man & Crane 2011) and from the PROIEL project (Haug & Jøhndal 2008). The 
Latin Perseus corpus is small, and in our study of the co-occurrences of adjectives 
and numerals in a noun phrase, we observed only 16 such cases. The Ancient 
Greek Perseus corpus consists for the most part of poetic works (including Hom-
er’s Iliad and Odyssey, Aeschylus’ Agamemnon and others). Rhythmic constraints 
in poetic work significantly affect the choice of word order and it could therefore 
influence our results. The PROIEL Ancient Greek corpus contains exclusively 
prose and is therefore more appropriate for a word order variation study. We 
therefore base our analyses and conclusions primary on the PROIEL sources. 
The Perseus treebanks remain nevertheless important additional data which cor-
roborate our results.
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a. Sample sentence in Latin

b. Sample sentence in English

–Root–

–Root–

ROOT

P
OBJ
NMOD

SBJ
NMOD

NMOD
NMOD PMODNMOD

PMOD

All
DT IN DT NNP NNS IN NNP VBD JJ NNS

of the GM divisions except Cadillac showed big declines

eius
P N N A V N

rem populum Romanum esse testem

objatr

sub
narg

atr

comp/Zipred

Figure 2. Illustration of dependency annotation, visualised as dependency arcs and their 
functional labels

Preprocessing and collection of counts

We preprocess the PROIEL corpora to obtain the universal PoS tags (Petrov et al. 
2012) and dependencies as our basic annotation information. The original annota-
tion of the PROIEL corpora distinguishes between cardinal and ordinal numerals. 
The case of Universal 18 concerns only cardinal numerals, which differ in their 
structural and functional properties from ordinal numerals. The preprocessing 
ensures that only numerals tagged as cardinals in the original corpora are included 
in the analysis.

We collect two types of counts for our analysis. First of all, to estimate the α 
and β distributions, we extract the frequencies of pre- and post-nominal adjective-
noun and numeral-noun word orders. In addition, to estimate the γ distribution, 
we extract the same pair-wise word order frequencies in the restricted context of 
noun phrases that contain both an adjective and a numeral. The total counts for 
word order combinations are then computed from the output.

Collected counts

Table 5 displays raw counts and relative frequencies – α and β parameters – for 
adjective-noun and numeral-noun word order pairs collected from the Ancient 
Greek and Latin PROIEL corpora. We present frequencies for each literary work 
separately.
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Table 5. The percentages of pre-nominal and post-nominal placement of numerals and 
adjectives in the Ancient Greek and Latin PROIEL corpus. Parameter α is estimated as the 
percentage of Adj≺N and β is estimated as the percentage of Num≺N. Abbreviations: Chr. 
= Chroniche; NT = New Testament; Her. = Herodotus; Per. = Peregrinatio; Vul. = Vulgate

Chr. NT Her. Total Caesar Cicero Per. Vul. Total

Adj≺N 285 648 768 1701 614 629 320 412 1975

N≺Adj 111 1042 978 2131 238 462 272 794 1766

α 72.0 38.3 44.0 44.4 72.1 57.7 54.1 34.2 52.8

Num≺N 26 287 215 528 88 71 65 257 481

N≺Num 39 146 101 286 58 26 18 118 220

β 40.0 66.3 78.0 64.9 60.3 73.2 78.3 68.5 68.6

Table 6 displays observed co-occurrence counts for adjective-noun and numeral-
noun word orders – the counts used to estimate the γ distribution in context C2. 
The tables also include the respective expected co-occurrence counts: the counts 
that would be produced under the joint distribution α⋅β (α and β are estimated 
from Table 5) given that the context C2 of a noun phrase containing both an adjec-
tive and a numeral was not different from the general context C1. Each expected 
count for word orders x and y is calculated proportionally to α(x)⋅β(y) and the 
observed total number of noun phrases where two modifiers co-occur. We com-
pare the observed and the expected counts to draw the generalisations about con-
straints on adjective and numeral syntactic distributions.

Table 6. Co-occurrence counts in the Ancient Greek and Latin PROIEL corpus, divided 
by source text. Abbreviations: Chr. = Chroniche; NT = New Testament; Her. = Herodotus; 
Cae. = Caesar; Cic = Ciceroo; Per. = Peregrinatio; Vul.=Vulgate.

Chr. NT Her. Tot Cae. Cic. Per. Vul. Tot

Observed counts, γ

Adj≺N Num≺N 1 10  3 14  5  3  2  2 12

Adj≺N N≺Num 0  2  2  4  1  1  0  2  4

N≺Adj N≺Num 1  3 13 17  7  4  3  3 17

N≺Adj Num≺N 1  9 15 25  1  5 12 15 33

Total 3 24 33 60 14 13 17 22 66

Expected counts, α⋅β
Adj≺N Num≺N 0.9  6.1  9.9 17.3  6.1  5.5  7.2  5.2 23.9

Adj≺N N≺Num 1.3  3.1  4.6  9.4  4.0  2.0  2.0  2.4 10.9

N≺Adj N≺Num 0.5  5.0  5.9 11.7  1.6  1.5  1.7  4.6  9.8

N≺Adj Num≺N 0.3  9.8 12.6 21.6  2.4  4.0  6.1  9.9 21.4
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.2  Results and discussion

Overall there were only 60 cases for Ancient Greek and 66 for Latin of noun 
phrases with both an adjective and a cardinal numeral modifier. If we take each 
work separately, the counts are insufficient to allow statistically significant tests. 
However, combining observations for multiple texts, and especially for the two 
languages together, we can perform a relevant cumulative statistical analysis. An 
appropriate analysis would include a multilevel statistical model, such as a mixed-
effect model, with word order distribution parameters varying for each text and 
a bias parameter equal for all texts and languages. Unfortunately, this approach 
is not applicable given the small number of observations for individual texts. We 
assume that the cumulative χ2 statistical tests we present here provide a sufficient 
approximation to the actual levels of statistical significance.

The main observation arising from the data in Table 6 is that the word order 
combination Adj≺N≺Num is always underobserved with respect to the expected 
counts. It is true for both languages and for all texts, despite the few counts that 
are available for analysis. Cumulatively, while the observed four-way distribu-
tion for Ancient Greek is not statistically different from the expected distribu-
tion (χ2 = 6.6, p = 0.085), the difference between counts is significant for Latin 
(χ2 = 22, p < 0.001). Most importantly, we evaluate a possible bias against the 
Adj≺N≺Num word order by comparing statistically expected and observed two-
way distributions: Adj≺N≺Num word order versus all other word order combi-
nations. For Ancient Greek we therefore compute the χ2 test on pairs of counts: 
observed counts (4; 56) versus expected counts (9.4; 50.6), which is marginally 
significant (χ2 = 3.6, p = 0.056). For Latin, the difference between observed counts 
and expected counts, (4; 62) v (10.9; 61.1), is also significant (χ2 = 5.3, p = 0.02). 
Furthermore, combining counts for the two languages and testing the two-way 
distribution yields a significance level of p = 0.003. Despite the limited number of 
co-occurrences of adjectives and numerals, our data gives a very interesting and 
at least marginally significant observation: the Adj≺N≺Num word order, corre-
sponding to the dispreferred order in Universal 18, is under-observed in all cases.

Note that counts for other word order options do not show a similarly constant 
pattern. In Latin, Adj≺N & Num≺N order is also significantly under-observed, but 
this does not hold for Ancient Greek. We also controlled for the size of numeral 
and adjective phrases as a possible explanatory factor in word order variation. The 
distribution of simple and complex (longer than one word) adjective phrases and 
numeral phrases were the same for both samples: the sample of pair-wise word 
orders and the sample of word orders in co-occurrence. This factor therefore could 
not be the reason for the persistent differences in two distributions of word orders.

On the basis of the statistical tests and observations above, we therefore 
reject the null hypothesis corresponding to the prediction of the grammar-level 
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accounts. The distributions for modifiers on their own and together differ in a 
way which confirms that they are not independent and, moreover, that there is a 
bias against one particular word order combination: we have observed that when 
adjectives and numerals co-occur there is a statistical tendency to skew the distri-
butions away from the typologically dispreferred Adj≺N≺Num word order.

Our final conclusion is two-fold: first, the word order variation data support 
the accounts of Universal 18 that argue for its language-internal origin; secondly, 
our data speaks in favour of the token-level accounts and against the type-level 
accounts. Specifically, the data points to a linguistic bias which constrains token-
level distributions and not type-level properties. Recall that, although Universal 
18 is stated typologically for dominant word orders, we have observed, based on 
the data in SSWL, that its structural interpretation is also confirmed for a number 
of languages. Therefore, there seems to be converging evidence in favour of struc-
tural accounts.

Nevertheless, this view faces problems when attempting to explain both the 
experimental results of Culbertson et al. (2012) and our corpus data under a single 
theory. Culbertson et al. (2012) mention FOFC as a potential explanation for Uni-
versal 18. However, some additional considerations are necessary to unify type-
level and token-level accounts. In the learning experiment, participants received 
input adjective phrases and numeral phrases independently. They never observed 
the realisations of the dispreferred Adj≺N≺Num order. The learners, however, 
still showed a bias against the language type L2 (Adj≺N & N≺Num). To claim that 
this is expected under FOFC or any other structural account, one needs to spec-
ify how the learners induced the underlying grammar and particularly, how they 
induced the structure of the complete noun phrase from the input data they were 
given. One possibility is to say that the complete NP structure is entertained even 
if only a partial overt realisation (e.g., adjective plus noun) is observed. Such an 
assumption is in line with frequent adherence to empty projections in generative 
syntax and an extended NP phrase structure (with different adjective functional 
projections). If this is the case, then this explains the results of Culbertson et al. 
(2012), but we still need to answer why in our corpus data there is an additional 
bias observed in noun phrases with both an adjective and a numeral compared 
to distributions for partial NPs. We could speculate that a structural constraint is 
triggered when all the projections are overt.

.  Towards a model explaining Universal 18

In this section, we sketch the reasoning needed to develop an explanatory model 
of the observed corpus distributions of nominal modifiers for Latin and Ancient 
Greek. We would like to statistically compare a model which incorporates a bias 
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predicted by the Universal 18 and a model without such bias. Following the dis-
cussion in the previous sections, crucially, our problem includes two types of data 
– adjective-noun and numeral-noun occurrences (call these data D1) and co-
occurrences of adjectives and numerals inside a single noun phrase (call these data 
D2). Given these data of two distinct but related types, we define the grammatical 
phenomenon (or process) we want to model as what is expressed in D2 and Uni-
versal 18. In particular, our abstract models must specify what their parameters 
are, how the parameters are estimated from the data, and which data are used to 
test the competing models.

The third question receives a natural answer right away, as it is D2 which shows 
the biased distribution of modifiers and, therefore, is the natural choice for testing 
the significance of the bias effect. In the following, we will try to narrow down the 
possible answers for the first two questions.

The first two intuitive parameters that we assume at the moment are α and 
β, which are the probabilities for the Adj≺N and Num≺N orders. These are also 
the parameters that Culbertson and colleagues use in their experiment and its 
Bayesian modelling. A word order model that has only these two parameters (we 
can call it G(α,β)) is a minimal model. Figure 3(a) (Model 1) depicts this minimal 
model with two parameters α and β. Importantly, this model assumes that D1 and 
D2 are generated by the same grammar. This also means that we can choose to 
estimate the model parameters from D1, D2 or both.

a. Model 1 b. Model 2 c.  Model 3
learning data learning data learning data

D1

D1

D2

prior

prior

G(α, β) G(α, β) G(α, β)

G(α, β, bias)

? D1

G(γ) D2D2

Figure 3. Three models applicable to the data D1 and D2

On the opposite side of the modelling spectrum, we can devise a maximal model 
(Figure 3(c), Model 3). This model assumes that the two types of data are generated 
by two different grammars. While D1 is generated by G(α,β) (which is a maximal 
model for D1 in the sense that it uses two parameters to explain two independent 
binary distributions), D2 is generated by a four-way distribution γ. The parameters 
are straight-forwardly estimated from D1 and D2 correspondingly. Model 3 has 
a higher number of free parameters than Model 1, and therefore can fit the data  
better. For our data set the resulting log-likelihood of Model 3 was equal to −24.13. 
However, this model does not reflect our intuition that G(α,β) and G(γ) are related 
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and does not really correspond to any existing theory. Even usage-based theories 
would predict, we think, a link between α and β and γ, possibly with a data depen-
dency from γ to α and β. For this reason we do not further discuss Model 3.

From this point of view, the sketch of Model 2 (Figure 3 (b)) presents a more 
satisfactory model. The property of such model would be the coupling of the 
parameters of G(α,β) and G(γ). In particular, we can assume that G(γ) is a com-
bination of G(α,β) and a structural bias which could be modelled with as few as 
one parameter. While the α and β parameters can be estimated from D1, the bias 
parameter(s) must be necessarily estimated from D2.

Formalized in this way, the models are easily compared to each other. Com-
parison of Model 1 and Model 2 can answer the question whether there is a signifi-
cant bias effect in the co-occurrence of modifiers.

.1  Comparison of models 1 and 2

We assumed that both models are probability distributions (corresponding to 
probabilities of four possible word order combinations: p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 = 1). 
We computed the likelihoods of the two models on D2 data given their parameters 
estimated from D1 data for Model 1 and both D1 and D2 data for Model 2.

Specifically, in both cases we calculate the likelihoood as a multinomial depen-
dent on the four parameters, (C(⋅) indicates frequency counts):

p D Mult C D p p p p( ) ( ) , , ,2 2 1 2 3 41Model = ( )  (5)

For Model 1, the probabilities of the distribution come from the α⋅β joint 
probabilities:

 (6)

For Model 2, we introduce one more parameter for the bias as follows, where b is 
a normalisation parameter, so that p1 + p2 + p3 + p4 = 1:

 (7)

The bias parameter was estimated on D2 data using MLE estimation. In other 
words, the likelihood of Model 2, p(D2|Model2), is a function of the parameter 
bias and we choose the value of this parameter which maximises the likelihood:

 (8)

Note that bias is defined to be less than 1, which corresponds to a decreased prob-
ability of the dispreferred word order Adj≺N & N≺Num with respect to Model 1. 
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Model 2 is therefore an extension of Model 1 with one added parameter. The resulting 
log-likelihoods on D2 for the two models were log-Likelihood(Model 1) = −55.31 
and log-Likelihood(Model 2) = −50.37. We use these log-likelihood values to test 
the fit of the models. Note that Model 2 has a higher number of free parameters 
than Model 1, and therefore can fit the data better. Model 2 uses two free param-
eters per text, overall fourteen parameters, plus one global bias parameter, result-
ing in fifteen parameters, while Model 1 has the same number of free parameters 
but no bias, that is fourteen for our set of seven texts. According to a χ2-squared 
test, a test that takes into account the degrees of freedom, the difference between 
the fit of Model 1 and the better fit of Model 2 is statistically significant at p < 0.01.

.  Conclusions

Our results, combined with previous theoretical proposals and experimental find-
ings, can provide new evidence for the debate about language universals, in particu-
alr for the competing explanations provided by generative syntax and usage-based 
theories of language. The experimental results can be seen as evidence that learners 
acquire complete noun-phrase structure (including the hierarchy of relevant adjecti-
val and numeral heads) without seeing actual realisations of them. This conclusion is 
not surprising under current assumptions in generative syntax, which postulate the 
innate knowledge of basic grammatical structure. Our corpus counts show a clear 
numerical under-representation corresponding to Universal 18, thereby corroborat-
ing this hypothesis. Preliminary definition and testing of explanatory models show 
that a model where the grammar-level parameters are modulated by a structure-
specific bias is more strongly supported by the evidence than a model without bias.

The study of Universal 18 demonstrates that quantitative corpus-based 
approaches to syntactic variation can inform formal syntactic approaches and in 
particular can provide more precise specification of the models, thereby provid-
ing the means for precise models selection. We showed that by studying quanti-
tative patterns of NP-internal word order variation in Latin and Ancient Greek 
we can provide new evidence that discriminates between two types of theoretical 
accounts, thereby teasing apart fine-grained difference in proposals about a typo-
logical universal by looking at language-internal word order variation.
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